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I would like to welcome all of the new and returning families to the International School of 
London, Qatar. As a new member of the ISL community, I would also like to take this opportunity 
to introduce myself to you all and to give you some idea of my vision for international education 
and for the school. 

I am British and have held teaching and leadership positions in International Education for over 
28 years in the UK, Egypt, Thailand, the Netherlands and Switzerland prior to arriving in Qatar. I 
hold an MA in Educational Management from the University of Bath (UK), and a BEd (Hons) from 
the University of Exeter (UK). While I now hold a school leadership position, I am first and 
foremost a teacher and I have taught Physical and Health Education, Humanities, and Theory of 
Knowledge in the IB Diploma programme. I am married with 3 children, the eldest of whom has 
just graduated from the IB Diploma programme and will be studying at the University of Bath. 

12:00pm to 16:00pm 
Back to School event: 
Uniform sale (Gym)

See our complete 
calendar here

12:00 to 13:00 
Extra- Curricular 
Activities (ECA) Fair 
(Atrium)

First Day of School
Welcome Back!

8:30 to 9:00
Assembly (Gym)

Please note that the new school year starts on Sunday 10 September 2017.

Diversity Understanding Identity Passion

I am a strong believer and supporter of the value of an IB education. Indeed, the choice of schools that I have worked in 
has been determined by a desire for my own children to experience the IB programme in all of its stages, from the 
Primary Years, Middle Years and the IB Diploma years. I value and strive for academic success, and have been extremely 
encouraged by the 2017 IB Diploma results of the students of ISL Qatar, and also by the student placements at a number 
of the best colleges and universities in the world. However, I also believe that we should not only be an academic 
school, and that what happens in the classroom should only be one part of the picture; it should be matched by 
extensive extra- curricular programmes, by an ethos of community service, and experiential learning opportunities 
provided by the school.  I believe that we should be striving to offer a truly ?international education?, and that this is not 
simply a question of having different nationalities in the school. Each and every one of our students, and their different 
backgrounds, experiences and cultures should be recognised for who they are and for the unique qualities that each 
one will bring to the school. In other words, our students should not forget who they are or where they came from in 
order to ?fit in?. The importance of the individual should be enshrined within our curriculum, which in turn should be 
founded upon a belief in the importance of a holistic approach to education. It is my hope that the qualities, skills and 
concepts that the students learn through their experiences at ISL Qatar will stand them in good stead and prepare them 
well for the rapidly changing world that they will enter when they leave the school.

I am very excited about the year ahead and beginning my work in the International School of London, Qatar, and I am 
looking forward to having the opportunity to meet you all.
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It is worth noting that 42 students successfully passed the IB Diploma. Our highest scores were a very impressive 43 
points (top 1% worldwide), 41 points (top 4% worldwide) and 40 points (top 6% worldwide), out of the maximum 
possible score of 45 points. It is a great achievement to have three students scoring 40 points or more. It is also very 
pleasing that within the Extended Essay, a 4,000- word research assignment that is an important component of the IB 
Diploma, 55% of our students achieved an A or B. Once again, our language results were outstanding, but there were 
also very strong results in Business Management, History, Geography, Psychology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Theatre 
and Visual Arts.

A summary of the IB Diploma results, and a comparison with the results from last year, is provided below:

As can be seen from the comparison with results world wide, the ISL Qatar students have performed well above the 
world averages in the IB Diploma. However, while we are very proud of these results, I would mention that the final 
exams are only one measure of the capabilities of our students, and that these exam scores represent just one aspect 
of the holistic education, and of the wonderful experiences that we offer our students throughout the school.

I would like to congratulate all of the students and parents on this wonderful set of results, and give a huge thank you 
to the ISL Qatar teachers for the tremendous guidance and support that they have provided the students on their 
journey through the school.
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IB Diploma Results Class of 2017
In May 2017, our fifth cohort of students sat their IB Diploma examinations, and we are proud to report the achievements 
of the Class of 2017. Once again, the ISL Qatar IB Diploma graduates surpassed international averages in Diploma scores 
and overall pass rate.

2016 2017 

Number of candidates who passed the Diploma: 44 42 

Average points of candidates who passed the Diploma: 31 32 

World average point score: 30 30 

Highest diploma points awarded to an ISL Qatar candidate: 38 43 

No. of ISL Qatar students with 36 points or more: 5 7 

Average subject grade of ISL Qatar students who passed the 5.0 5.2 

World average grade of those subjects taken by ISL Qatar 4.8 4.8 



Name Course University 

Laila Saifeldeen Law University College London (UCL), UK 
Gregory Bonnie Law & Business Administration Bennett University, India 
Shaurya Sahni Chemical Engineering University College London (UCL), UK 
Illya Myshakov Electrical Engineering University of Waterloo, Canada* 
Aisha Al Kubaisi Electrical Engineering Texas A&M, Qatar* 
Dongwon Nam Computer Engineering University of Madison- Wisconsin, USA 
Aditya Penumarti Mechanical Engineering North Carolina State University, USA 
Sarah Mokhtar Engineering University of Guelph, Canada* 
Mubarak Al Dosari Computer Science Florida Institute of Technology, USA* 
Euan Charleson Chemistry University of Edinburgh, UK 
Amine Lattab Biochemistry University of Manchester, UK 

Mamon Nofal Medicine Royal College of Surgeons of Ireland, Bahrain 
Vishnu Suresh Medicine University of Buckingham, UK 
Nadin Kamel Pharmacy American University in Cairo, Egypt 
Adam Pirzer Agricultural Science Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany 
Fatima Al Naimi Culture & Politics University of Georgetown, Qatar 
Mohammed Bashir Economics and Political Science Trent University, Canada* 
Maryam Al Soweidi International Politics Carnegie Mellon University, Qatar 
Rahma El Deeb Journalism Carnegie Mellon University, Qatar 
Lina Awad Business Management Fresenius University of Applied Sciences, Germany 
Malik Khaiwi Commerce University of Toronto, Canada* 
Lucia Bordona Alonso Animation & Visual Effects La Salle University, Barcelona, Spain 
Amr Seoudi Animation Savannah College of Art & Design, USA* 
 Ravi Anjali Fashion Marketing & Management Savannah College of Art & Design, USA* 
Lucas Hernandez Architecture University of Nottingham, UK 
Tijana Mitrovic Theatre University of Arts in Belgrade, Serbia 
Akshit Singh Theatre Queen Mary University of London, UK 
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IB Diploma Results Class of 2017

Upon graduation, the ISL Qatar students are faced with an incredible array of opportunities and choices to be made. 
Those who have decided to immediately continue in their college or university education can choose from many 
different countries in the world in which to study.

The list of universities that our Class of 2017 will be attending is impressive, and includes: 

MYP Results 

On behalf of all those at ISL Qatar, I would like to offer my heartfelt congratulations to last year?s 57 Grade 10 Personal 
Project students who received their MYP Personal Project certificates at the close of the 2016- 2017 school year.  
Although we have yet to receive the official IB subject report, we have received notification that our students attained a 
grade level average of 5.28, well above the international average of 3.69. 

Last year?s Grade 10 students showcased their projects last year at a wonderful celebration.  The range of topics on 
display at the exhibition was as impressive as the enthusiasm with which they were presented.  The various topics and 
mediums, including art, literature, design, invention and self- help demonstrated the wide range of student interests and 
were a testament to our school?s mission statement. 

I know that our students would wish me to pass on a special thank you to all the teacher supervisors for the work 
completed on preparing them to demonstrate all they have learned and how they have grown since the beginning of the 
MYP. 

I believe that the skills enhanced through the personal project will serve last year?s Grade 10 students well as they put 
into practice approaches to learning skills which will contribute not only to their engagement in all aspects of their Grade 
11 IB Diploma courses, but to life beyond IB programmes. 

Grade 10 students from last year, proudly 
showing off the results of their work at 

the Personal Project Exhibition
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New Staff and Students 

To ensure the best possible learning and teaching for your children, we are delighted to have attracted very high quality 
new staff to our school, with a diverse range of nationalities and experience. This year we welcome 32 new staff (25 
new teachers, five new teaching assistants and one receptionist) from 16 different countries. The new staff list and their 
roles can be viewed here.

We also welcome 191 new students to ISL Qatar this year. Amongst the new families joining us this year, we have many 
different nationalities, taking our total to over 67 different nationalities in the student body.

Please help new staff and students feel welcome as they settle into ISL Qatar and Doha. 

New Student Orientation

Please note that the orientation for new students will take place from 09:30 -  
12:30 on Saturday 9th September. All families and students who are new to the 
school for this academic year are invited to attend the new student orientation 
programme. This will give you the opportunity to meet the teachers and school 
leaders, before the official start of school on Sunday 10 September.

The schedule for the event can be viewed here.

Primary School News 

Grade 1 Continues to Follow the Journey of Food
Message from the Head of Primary

Welcome and ahlan wa sahlan to ISL Qatar Primary School!

My name is Roula H. Ismail and I am the new Head of Primary. I have been in school for only 
two weeks now, but I already feel like I am part of a friendly, professional, and collaborative 
team. Although Doha is not new to me, one of its attractions is the ever changing and 
evolving landscape; new architecture, cultural sites, variety of shops, and most importantly 
the diversity of its inhabitants. I feel lucky and excited to be joining the ISL Qatar family; 
including the teachers, leadership, staff, parents, and of course students.

I see myself as an educator first and foremost with a passion for learning. I also see myself as team member of the ISL 
Qatar whose mission and vision is to develop students that are knowledgeable, skillful, conceptual, 
internationally- minded, and instigators of change. In order for your child to develop these qualities we ask you to join 
us in this quest as PARTNERS. We value and encourage your participation in the education of your child, in school and 
at home. I am looking forward to meeting you and to collaborating with you in this challenging but worthy task, 
namely, the academic, physical, emotional, ethical, social, and aesthetic development of your child. 

In the words of Judith Billings:

"Children are the priority. Change is the reality. Collaboration is the strategy." 

Sincerely Yours,

Ms. Roula

Primary School Principal

https://www.islschools.org/qatar/downloads/files/1504733677fileNewStaff2017.pdf
https://www.islschools.org/qatar/downloads/files/1504734400fileOrientationDaySchedule.pdf
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Secondary School News 

Message from the Head of Secondary

A very warm welcome to all Secondary School parents, both old and new, to the academic year 2017/18 at ISL Qatar. 

I spent much of my summer in a cloudy and cool London. The highlight of trip was attending my middle son?s university 
graduation. As he walked proudly onto stage I reflected on his many successes over the last three years and was 
reminded yet again of the value of an IB education. 

I arrived back in Doha on August 16th in readiness for the arrival of our new staff. Many had flown considerable 
distances from their home countries but the jet lag and almost 100% humidity did not detract from their enthusiasm and 
great sense of anticipation in joining ISL Qatar. They were all met at the airport by our new Head of School, Mr. David 
Monk, who, also seemed very excited to be here.

The experience and expertise that our new Secondary teachers bring collectively to ISL Qatar is considerable and I am 
sure that learning and teaching will continue to reach greater heights next year.

As well as receiving news of an excellent set of IB Diploma results over the summer, I was also delighted to hear about 
the successes of our Grade 8 and Grade 9 students at the World Scholar?s Cup Global Round in Hanoi. All three ISL Qatar 
teams qualified for the World Scholar?s Cup Tournament of Champions at Yale University in November; Charlotte Le, 
Marco Zamara and Sebastian Santoni winning 1st Place, Middle East Top Team. 

With close to 50 new students joining us this year from all corners of the globe, I am looking forward to another vibrant 
year, packed with deep learning and lots of fun.

I firmly believe that parents play a crucial role in school improvement and welcome and value your support in setting 
high expectations. I have an open door and open mind policy and look forward to partnering with you in helping your 
child reach their full potential.

Kind Regards,
Nick Botting
Secondary School Principal
ISL Qatar

Student Support Services 

Update from Pastoral Leaders -  Attendance & Dress Code 

As we welcome all students to the new academic year, we wish to emphasize the importance of consistent attendance 
and punctuality each and every day. Attendance and punctuality are both life skills which additionally help students to 
manage workloads, be fully aware of all aspects of school life and to develop relationships with teachers and other 
members of the class or homeroom group. 

We would also like to remind everyone of our dress code which requires respectful, comfortable clothing, with knees 
and shoulders covered. On days with Physical Education lessons children should wear their ISL Qatar white Polo shirt 
and blue shorts or track suit bottoms. Some details of the dress code are as follows:

- Shoulders, midriff (stomach) and knees should be covered and underwear should never be visible
- T- Shirts should not have offensive slogans
- Ripped jeans should not be worn
- Boys shorts can be above the knee but not excessively short
- For girls, leggings may only be worn with a top that comes below the hips (leggings are NOT trousers)
- Boys and girls should seek permission from Pastoral Leaders before wearing traditional/national dress to school 

ISL Qatar Libraries 

Overdue books 

Any outstanding books from the last academic year should be returned to the library as soon as possible as students will 
not be allowed to check out books until their accounts are cleared.

 If a book has been lost or damaged, there are two options:

1. Buy a new copy of the book and send it to the library.
2. Pay the QAR 200 fee. This is the standard fee across the school for lost or damaged library or literacy books. This 

covers the cost of sourcing the books in either UK or US, the freight charge, and the processing and cataloguing 
costs. 

We are currently unpacking and processing a wide variety of new books for the libraries, and look forward to sharing 
them with students as the new school year gets underway. 
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ISL Qatar Mother Tongue Languages
As a commitment to enabling students to preserve their cultural and linguistic 
identity, and to maintaining a diversity of cultures in our school, we continue to 
expand our offering of Mother Tongue courses. These programmes will assist 
students in continuing to identify and maintain connections with their home 
culture. Mother Tongue language development has also been shown to improve 
overall cognitive development and result in higher achievement in all other 
subject areas. If you are interested in your child following one of our Mother 
Tongue courses, please contact our Mother Tongue Coordinator, Odile Younes 
Hajjar oyouneshajjar@islqatar.org. 

 From the Performing Arts Department

Music Production

We will be offering lessons in Music Production this year as part of the instrumental programme. Secondary students 
have the opportunity to sign up and pursue RockSchool Examinations in Music Production while pursuing their passion 
of composing using technology and software. Please note: Parents will be required to purchase the appropriate software 
for this course in addition to lesson costs. 

Instrumental Lessons

The Music Department offers a range of instrumental lessons as an extra paid activity. If your child would like to begin or 
continue to learn an instrument please follow this procedure: 

September 10th- 17th. The sign up forms with all the necessary information will be available from the school reception.

September 17th- 19th. The accounts department will be accepting payment for the first semester (15 lessons) during 
these dates only.

September 24th. You will have received your child's schedule and lessons will commence.

Please note that it is very important that you make payment in order to confirm your child's place and that it is done 
within the given time frame to guarantee a slot and avoid missed lessons. 

ECAs
Secondary choir will take place on Sunday lunchtimes this year. We will have a number of exciting events to follow on 
from our great success at the QNCC last term. 

Primary choir and KG and G1 choir. Please email Mr Norman for details of rehearsals and sign ups. tnorman@islqatar.org 

Instrumental Ensemble. We are hoping to start a school orchestra and welcome any students or parents who are able to 
play an orchestral instrument. Please contact cdaniels@islqatar.org to register your interest. 

Rock bands. The school rock bands rehearse on Tuesday afternoons. For information about any available positions 
within those bands please email Phil Wilkinson on pwilkinson@islqatar.org. Auditions take place to fill available spaces.

Arts Festival
We will be producing an Arts Festival in March this academic year. It's a hugely exciting project and we welcome 
suggestions from students on events to add to the provision we have already planned. There will be a meeting on 
Wednesday the 13th of September in the Music room at lunchtime for all students who are interested in becoming 
involved.

General Information

Drop Off and Parking 

With a school of about 1000 students, more than 800 of whom arrive by car every day, there are problems of traffic and 
people congestion at certain times of the day. To ensure the safety of your children, we ask you follow the advice below.

- Parents should not park at the back gate of the school.
- Parents are requested to ensure that students arrive in good time to attend classes at the specified time in the 

morning. 
- Parents arriving by car in the morning should drop children in the clearly indicated drop zone and follow the directions 

of our staff. 
- Under no circumstances should cars be left unattended in the drop zone as this creates problems for other drivers and 

leads to greater traffic congestion. 
- Parents who wish to park should arrive early enough to secure a parking space. Only very young children should be 

walked to their class by parents, others should be dropped off to make their own way to class. 

http://oyouneshajjar@islqatar.org
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Information, Communication and Learning Technology (ICLT) 

We regard technology as a tool to support learning in the 21st century. Once again we have improved our ICLT 
infrastructure and purchased more digital devices to allow greater access to digital/on- line resources for staff and 
students.

We also continue to expand the use of ManageBac and Seesaw platforms, which will allow 24- hour access to learning 
resources for students; allow access to up- to- date information about students for parents and staff; and support 
communications between the home and school.

These improvements are designed to improve the learning experience for students and to enable us to engage with 
parents more directly concerning their children?s education. 

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) 

All students in Grade 6 to 12, are required to bring their own electronic device 
(laptop, notebook or other) to ensure they can make use of the on- line resources we 
offer. 

Follow us: Website: www.islqatar.org

Newsletters and Bulletins

Please note that a full and comprehensive newsletter will be produced at at the end of each month and sent home to 
you. A brief, weekly bulletin will be sent home every Thursday providing an update on forthcoming events.

From the Human Resources Office 

Recruitment at ISL Qatar 

We are currently looking for candidates to fill the following vacancies for September 2017:

- Head of Admissions
- Head of Marketing 
- School Nurse 
- Shadow Teacher 

Only applicants with a graduate calibre and expertise in the field will be considered. Fluency in English is essential, 
Arabic is an advantage . 

Please apply through our website & provide references, contact details here
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